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Decree coram da Costa Gomez,
July 11, 2018, (India)1

Subjection of an Affirmative 1st Instance
Decision to Ordinary Exam. in 2nd Grade

(can.1680, §2)
he undersigned Fathers Auditors of the Turnus legitimately
gathered in this Apostolic Tribunal on July 11, 2018 to resolve

the preliminary question, namely: Whether the appeal against the
affirmative sentence of the first instance tribunal [in India], which
declared on November 20, 2017 the nullity of marriage in the
case, must be admitted, or the affirmative sentence of the prior
grade must be confirmed according to the norm of can. 1680, §2.

I – The Facts

1 – Albert, born on July 26, 1969, a Catholic, who was going
through a rather confused love relationship, met in December of 1991
Gina, also a Catholic, born on November 13, 1966. Drawn together

1 Decree c. da Costa Gomez, July 11, 2018, (India). English trans. by Rev.
Augustine Mendonça, JCD. Translated and published with permission of the
Dean of the Roman Rota.
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by mutual attraction, the man and the woman began a relationship
which, almost immediately, turned intimate. When Gina insisted on
celebrating marriage, the man decided to marry the woman, and in
fact did so on November 13, 1997. The religious wedding was
celebrated in the church within the confines of the Apostolic Vicariate
of Arabia. Common life, although not peaceful, lasted 15 years and
two children were born of the marriage. A declaration of nullity of
their civil marriage was obtained by the spouses on May 11, 2014.

2 – Desiring recovery of his freedom also before the Church, the
petitioner, in virtue of the decree dated October 19, 2000 from the
Supreme Tribunal of the Apostolic Signatura, which had granted
prorogation to the local Metropolitan Tribunal, submitted his petition
on September 5, 2016 to obtain declaration of nullity of his marriage.
The cause was entrusted to a single judge court. The woman, however,
failed to respond to two letters sent by the tribunal. On January 10,
2017 the tribunal determined the doubt concerning defect of discretion
of judgement on the part of the man. Then the respondent intervened
in the cause through modern day means of communications. After
completing the instruction, the tribunal approached pronounced on
October 24, 2017 an affirmative decision on the ground of incapacity
of the petitioner.

The respondent woman, who considered herself unjustly treated,
appealed to Our Apostolic Tribunal against the sentence of the first grade.

2 – The Law and the Argument

3 – One reads in a decree coram Arrellano Cedillo about the
revision of procedural law by means of M.P. Mitis Iudex promulgated
on August 15, 2015 by the Supreme Pontiff Francis as follows: “In
view of the fact that in the Apostolic Letter issued in the form of Motu
proprio, Mitis Iudex Dominus Iesus, by which canons of the Code
of Canon Law on causes for declaring the nullity of marriage,
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namely ‘of Book VII of the Code of Canon Law, Part III, Title
I, Chapter I, Causes concerning declaration of nullity of marriage
(cann. 1671-1691), are revised, and hence – they are entirely
substituted as of December 8, 2015 as follows’ in art. 4: ‘The
judgement, its appeals and execution’, under can. 1680, §2, one reads:
‘After the time limits established by law for the appeal and its
prosecution have passed, and after the judicial acts have been received
by the tribunal of higher instance, the college of judges is established,
the defender of the bond is designated, and the parties are admonished
to propose observations within the prescribed time limit; after this time
period has passed, if the appeal clearly appears merely dilatory, the
collegiate tribunal confirms the sentence of the prior instance by decree’.

“After taking into consideration, as one reads in a decree coram
Todisco, if the law had used the expression ‘to confirm, which smacks
of only a technical judgement, but not about the merit, these notations
need not have been placed! But paragraph 2 of can. 1680 of CIC
uses the verb to confirm but not the expression to ratify; therefore,
the Tribunal of Appeal should discern the truth from facts, from
circumstances, from surroundings and from supportive elements;
wherefore, on the part of Appeal Tribunal, the procedural elements
must be weighed globally and in accord with the norm of can. 1608 of
CIC and in accord with art. 12 of the norms governing the manner of
proceeding stated in the Motu proprio Mitis Judex Dominus Jesus’”
(decr. c. Arellano Cedillo, 9 May 2017, Reg. Aprutini seu Piscarien.–
Pinnen., B. Bis 51/2017).

4 – The sentence of the first grade does not provide any solid
foundations in support of nullity. It repeatedly explains to what extent
the petitioning party might be distinguished culturally from the
respondent (for the man was born in one State, but had completed his
studies in another State; the woman respondent was born in a third
State); both families were opposed to that marriage; there was an
exchange of some unpleasant statements between the parties and the
respondent was not acceptable to petitioner’s family.
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As one understands from the acts, the parties married freely and
with requisite knowledge of the rights and duties of Catholic marriage.
The causes suitable for defending the nullity of marriage are not
contained in the differences of culture and people, because the very
things are likely to disclose a lie. Moreover, no expertise was done on
the man petitioner (cfr. cann. 1579, 1574, 1678, §3).

The petitioner, more often than necessary, refers to differences
in cultural disposition by which the parties are differentiated. The woman
respondent did not want to be inserted into his family in order to spend
her life in it. He states that he had indeed married freely, but under
reservation of consent: “I had expressed my consent freely with a lot
of reservation. I wondered if my marriage would last. The way she
was treating me with her domineering attitude made me doubt the
continuation of our relationship. She was insisting that I marry her and
if I was not to marry her I would be cheating on her and so on. I was
not free. I was scared and I doubted if the marriage would last” [...].
But we find no such reservations in the acts. The man denies that he
was happy and he did not want this marriage: “I was not happy to
marry her. I always had the fear in my mind that it would not last long.
I married her for fear of the blame I will have if I were not to marry
her. Both families knew that we were in a relationship and I could not
say no to her, though I had my own reservations” [...]. “I wanted
some more time to know each other but Gina was insisting that we
marry as she was catching up with her age. If I were to have some
more time, this wedding would not have happened” [...]. But the
petitioner says that the parties had the opportunity of knowing each
other for six years before the marriage [...].

The man petitioner, as he himself declares, had properly
understood the nature of the sacrament of marriage: “I knew that after
marriage man and woman become one family and they have their life
together and that’s all. I had attended a day’s marriage preparation
course and I had understood something” [...]. Furthermore, he knew
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that the marriage would be perpetual, and one celebrates it only once:
“Christian marriage will happen only once. We should become and
live as one family. We should become  one family through love and
sharing” [...]. The woman respondent, according to petitioner’s words,
was experiencing joy from marriage and remained faithful as before
as well as during marriage [...]. The woman tried to control life and
money; the relationship between the parties was not happy because
of frequent arguments [...]. The petitioner tried restoring mutual
reconciliation, but the respondent rejected it [...]. He married in a civil
rite in the month of  May, 2015 [...].

5 – Furthermore, the respondent speaks quite differently than
the man petitioner. Even her family had reservations about that marriage
due to differences of culture [...], but she wanted to marry the petitioner.
This marriage was not at all acceptable to the petitioner’s family [...].
The respondent denies that there were any differences in their mental
culture, which, in addition to the difference in age, might have led to an
unhappy marriage [...].

The relationship between spouses was sincere, the parties were
free in presenting matrimonial consent [...]. She was happy to marry
the petitioner [...]; the man was equally happy [...]. The parties were
mature and were aware of the rights and duties of marriage [...]. The
petitioner had relationships with other women before the marriage,
which he himself admits, and he informed the respondent about it [...];
but, she wanted to marry him. Moreover, she accuses the man of
using pornography [...]. The woman says that she had been faithful in
marriage [...]. The separation between the parties occurred in the month
of December, 2013, at the initiative of the respondent due to adultery
perpetrated by the man [...]. In fact, relying on some news sent through
electronic letters [emails], the woman found out the relationship on
the part of the petitioner with another woman fostered from the year
2010 [...].

Divorce was declared on grounds of domestic violence,
alcoholism, abuse and illicit relationships on the part of the petitioner;
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he civilly married [...]. The woman respondent tried to seek mutual
reconciliation, but he did not want it [...].

6 – The witnesses of the petitioner confirm mostly his assumption.
However, some witnesses say that both were immature, while others
state the contrary. The younger brother of the petitioner states that the
parties were mature and were aware of their rights and obligations at
the time of marrying and they were free, although he does not deny
the fact of their mental difference. The cause of separation was infidelity
on the part of the man [...]. The petitioner was detained in prison for a
while because he failed to pay for child support [...].

The witnesses of the respondent confirm the generic assumption
of the party.  The parties were mature and desired a perpetual marriage
[...]. The petitioner was a sincere person [...], and the parties had
known the rights and duties of a Catholic marriage [...]. They
acknowledge that the man had sinned against conjugal fidelity and
had married another woman whose lover he had been [...].

The substitute Defender of the Bond at the Rota expressed his
opinion contrary to nullity and called for admission of appeal so that
the cause may be admitted to an ordinary examination [...].

7 – Therefore, after weighing carefully everything said in law and
in fact, the undersigned Fathers Auditors of the Turnus decided to
respond to the above mentioned preliminary question as they respond:

Affirmatively to the first part, negatively to the second: that
is, the appeal of the woman respondent must be admitted in the
case.

According to the custom at Our Apostolic Tribunal, using similarly
the faculty granted by the Rescript during the Audience of the Holy
Father on 7 December 2015, after having known the decision on the
part of the petitioning party, the Fathers determined that the doubt in
the second grade of trial would be as follows: Whether there is proof
of nullity of marriage in the case.
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Should neither the petitioning party nor the respondent fail to
inform Our Apostolic Tribunal that  he or she would like to pursue the
cause, the cause could be safely deposited in the archive.

We pronounce thus and commit to local Ordinaries and to
administrators of tribunals, to all whom it pertains, that they notify this
Our decree to all who have the right, and be executed with respect to
all its juridic effects.

Given in Rome, at the seat of the Apostolic Tribunal of the
Roman Rota, on July 11, 2018.

Michael Xaverius Leo Arokiaraj
Alexander W. Bunge

Emmanuel Saturninus da Costa Gomes, Ponens
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